EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Personalised coaching and recommendations can make a large impact on chronic disease management and workplace wellbeing. The ITEA project Personal Health Empowerment has therefore delivered a common architecture and algorithms for analysing user data and providing tailored health advice.

PROJECT ORIGINS

The welfare industry represents more than 5.3% of the world economy, with COVID-19 having expanded the digital healthcare market at a rate of 26.30%. However, digital healthcare is largely reactive: many applications simply provide basic information on a disease. As populations age and increasing suffer from chronic obstructive respiratory diseases (CORD), this approach is becoming inefficient and costly. Given that mental health problems cost US businesses around USD 440 million annually, a more personalised approach to work-related health issues could also improve quality of life for employees and commercial outputs for companies.

The ITEA project Personal Health Empowerment (PHE) is on a mission to transform individuals into active players in their own healthcare. It achieves this through a common architecture for user analysis which can be separated into distinct components depending on one’s needs. Through this, it generates personalised health and wellbeing-related recommendations and objectives and is also capable of monitoring the routines and physical state of users in order to assist their goals. Within PHE’s Healthy Workplaces use-case, Spanish partners have worked on general health and wellbeing, Belgian partners have aimed to prevent work absenteeism due to musculoskeletal problems and Turkish partners have looked at infection. Portuguese partners, meanwhile, have carried out a separate use-case on CORD management.

TECHNOLOGY APPLIED

The main focus of PHE lies in intelligence and algorithms to analyse user data and provide personalised feedback. The key component of the common architecture is therefore the recommendation/coaching engine, which is split into two components: (1) a deterministic (rules-based) approach which is defined by experts and exploited in the CORD use-case, and (2) a data-driven approach which is exploited by the other partners. Each engine works independently and integrates into the larger coaching framework via services (such as coaching plans with measurable parameters and predefined actions). A CORD management app, for instance, uses smartphones and embedded sensors to measure a patient’s health condition and complies with the FHIR standard on electronic health records in order to guarantee privacy.

The basis for the system is two separate layers for user monitoring & analytics (including data processing and complex event processing) and system monitoring & analytics (featuring statistics and a dashboard indicator). The former takes care of data stream management when monitoring users and calculating high levels of information while the latter provides system functioning indicators such as services for measuring app adhesion. The raw and processed data are then applied in the coaching engine. A major accomplishment is the option for third parties to separately exploit the various layers/engines through an API. The generic data definition structure also allows both domain-
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**MAJOR PROJECT OUTCOMES**

**Dissemination**
- 10 papers published along the project lifetime, e.g. WorldCIST 2020; Cardiff University Press 2020, EMBEC 2020, etc.
- Participation in more than 20 events, e.g. 12th International Conference on e-Health, PaCeIT meetings, etc.

**Exploitation (so far)**
- New products:
  - Health & Wellbeing Application: Mobile application that can be used as means of communication for companies to enhance employees health and make available their occupational health services.
  - Stream-based data monitoring and Analytics System: A health data monitoring system based on a stream management approach that uses a message broker to provide asynchronous service-to-service communication between different components of the system.
- New services:
  - Dynamic Clustering Module: Allows to offer services in a personalised way and to accompany the user in their advances/progress.
  - Rules Editor: Rules Editor developed for CORD Management Use-Case.
- New systems:
  - Reference architecture for interoperability: The proposed architecture facilitates the interoperability, incorporating diverse data sources and coaching services.

**Standardisation**
- FHIR Parser: Parser developed to translate data under FHIR Format.
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